Learn with Us: Virtual Lessons

The Johnson Museum can come to you! Using Zoom video conferencing a Museum educator will provide a Museum-themed lesson in real time (each session lasts 30–45 minutes). To arrange for your program please begin by emailing Carol Hockett at cih2@cornell.edu.

These sessions are designed for families, homeschool groups, and learning pods:

**Excavating Ancient Egypt**

Learn about mummification and explore objects from ancient Egypt, including a worker figurine and amulets that would have helped to provision the deceased for the afterlife (*appropriate for ages 10 and up*).

**The Many Faces of Masks**

From the fierce face mask of a Japanese samurai to the quiet elegance of a Japanese noh theater mask, participants will explore four different masks from around the world (*appropriate for ages 5–8*).

**Build Your Own Museum**

Share a treasured object from your personal collection and learn about how museums collect and care for objects (*appropriate for ages 5–8*).

**Four-Footed Friends**

Explore cats and dogs depicted throughout the collection, from ancient Egyptian cats to Japanese netsuke puppies. Then share a picture of your own pet! (*appropriate for ages 5–8*).

**Museum Menagerie**

Meet sea monsters, seven-headed snakes, and shape-shifting dragons. Keep paper and pencil handy—this 30-minute session includes a dragon-making activity! (*appropriate for ages 5 and up*).

**Face to Face**

Strike a pose and learn about Museum favorites like the Walking Man and the Goose Girl in this interactive live session. Then grab your art supplies for a lesson on drawing portraits (*appropriate for ages 5 and up*).